
Kit :  Solar Oven

You Will Need:
- Empty cardboard box
- Scissors
- Tinfoil

Direct ions:
1. Lay your box so that  it  is on its side like in the picture.
2. Make sure all of the ends of the box are closed. Tape 

them shut  if needed.
3. Cut  a window in the top of your box. (See the picture.)
4. Place a snack like apple slices in the box. (It  will warm 

up later.)
5. Place the Saran wrap or clear plast ic over the window 

into the box.
6. Cover the inside of the window flap with t infoil and 

make sure the shiny side faces into the box.
7. Prop the window flap with a st ick.
8. Take a look at  Quest ion 1.
9. Put  the box in a sunny place and wait .
10.After 20 minutes, check to see if your snack has 

warmed up. (You can wait  longer if it  has not  warmed.)
11.Try the rest  of the quest ions.
12.See the Explanat ions sect ion.

Quest ions:
1. Make a Predict ion: 

What  do you think will happen to the temperature inside the oven after some t ime has passed?

2. Make Observat ions: 

Is your snack any warmer or colder than it  was before?

3. Think About  It : 

Why do you think your experiment  turned out  the way it  did?

- Saran wrap or a clear piece of 
plast ic

- A paper plate or napkin

- Marshmallows, chocolate, 
apple slices, some snack you 
would like warm

- Tape



Explanat ions: Solar Oven

What Should Have Happened: 
-  In your experiment , the temperature in the 

oven should have got ten warmer.

Why It  Happened:
- Sunlight  heats up spaces. When the 

sunlight  goes through the window into 
the oven, it  gets t rapped inside while 
more heat  comes in. Heat  has a tendency 
to move around. Outside, the air is 
constant ly mixing and moving around so 
heat  doesn't  stay in one spot  for long. 

If It  Didn't  Work: 
-Maybe it  wasn?t  sunny enough outside.

-Maybe you need to wait  a bit  longer for it  to 
heat  up.

Real World Example :
-  On a sunny day, cars often get  very hot  

when sit t ing in the parking lot , hot ter than 
outside. It?s for the same reason! Heat  is 
t rapped within the cars making them 
hot ter as t ime goes on.
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